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Adressing core issues: 
 The more compacted and simple indicators are written (with sufficient explanations) the 
more results will come. The hudge lists of indicators until now make the use irrealistic. 
The reference in time is also mandatory, the list and variety of indicators have to be robust 
enough for necessary comparisons to extract measure of impacts of actions, and regulations. 
Since european population is changing (age, diversity, conditions of life) and will change for 
long time the proposed healthy life years indicator has to cope with complex questions 
(meaning for time between relapse for cancer, or CVD ???). 
 
Broad objectives: choose a list of indicators and way to treat results for 10 years, keep them 
for the five years and appreciate if little changes have to be made. Discusssions between 
specialists were long enough to fix now this list and objectives through that. Use a panel of 
independants observers to chase the hidden changes (ie: consumption of drugs: prescribed, 
bought, used or forgotten, and introduction of automedication). Do the evaluation 
independantly of political changes to try to find the long term trends.10 years is a short time if 
the tools for studies are not yet implemented.  
 
Instruments: MOC is surely the starting point to establish common criteria, to focuse, but 
then good pratices of measurements, good practice of reportings, auditing processes are 
mandatory to avoid diversification and divergence. Like international health regulation EU 
needs common definitions, common analysis. The easiest way is to conduct cross evaluation: 
data, rules, applications are to be evaluated by panels cmposed of Commission members and 
state members choosen in others countries (without presence of the audited country members) 
this will be the better way to share experiences and lead to common practice and obtain 
impact assesments . 
 
Combination of different approaches: few number of health determinants; robust 
definitions of criteria (what is health education: what is proposed by the health autorities or 
the inclusion of health issues in advertising at TV, what is teached at school, proposed in 
printed, internet???, interventions at work ??? ) . I would suggest here also a cross evaluation 
to avoid idealistic definitions (ex when I was at the DGS i saw pamphlets, printed matters, 
now I am in a biocluster i see only from time to time short messages by INPES at television) 
Will audimat for TV education be considered as whole life health education, or budget 
devoted to that??? . 
Caution has to be used with differing ages of life: targets for school children may be easier to 
define and impact measured, than aged populations. 
 
Implementation: 
i would suggest a double approach : -reports by autorities – independant studies on well 
defined panels after strong elaboration .Mind the problems in education with the “ PISA 
“ approach “ ; Milestones are to be defined , and observed , and a time agenda be defined, 
which suppose full adhesion , to avoid whiskfull observance,irreealistic steps and confused 



data . The large and ambitious governmental declarations are not relevant to help. Time 
schedules have to be exchanged, and a sort of authority established: permanent inspection, 
think of declaration of iatrogenic events accordinly to the countries??? The effect of the EU 
strategy can start only after conditions, methods, circuitries are established with 
transoperationability; for me this irrealistic to think this will be effective before some years. 
This does not mean nothing is defined, but just thinks about the differing day and year agenda 
for a schoolboy IN France and Germany; the units of counts used have to be carefully defined 
and shared. Think for example of the differences between medicines prescribed, bought and 
used.or the diffrences between professional intervention of nurses in differing EU Countries. 
If EU only gathers informations provided by countries no true impact measures will be 
obtained. A teasaurus has to be annexed for each set of measures.  
 
Insurance of relevance of effectiveness of added value by implementation of the EU 
stategy: 
If for exemple common criteria are set for impact of limit value of blood limit for alcohol is 
established: methods, standards for measurement on road side, and reporting of accidents at 
work and mobility accordlingly to measurements of death reported at a standardised time after 
accident, or time to discharge from hospital for wounded, the added value will be visible for 
EM. The way to set controls (police, civil servants, fines, education) may be of responsability 
for EM? But the convergence at EU level will be a plus for every body. 
 
Some difficulties will arise at working conditions with security measures in differing areas, 
but the only way to implement them will be publicity about good practices, sufficient 
codecisions, unification of criteria (labelling of dangerous substances is converging for ex) 
Progress are to made through REACH implementation) and prevention will need longlasting 
campaigns adpated to the litteracy of concerned populations. This has to be carefully studied 
and launched with stakeholders, taking account of statute. 
 
FURTHER COMMENTS: 
Very short: I have not seen in the setting of the STRATEGY one time the world research. 
Does that mean research is not a place where health is a term of concern? Does that mean 
everything is ready to be acted?  
Links are to be made and i suggest universities departments and research institues have to be 
in charge of observations of results of the policy, by contracts between the commission and 
well choosen structures, and professionals as reference centers. Naturally a french department 
has surely not to be charged for observation of EU health strategy in France, and so on. 
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